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The nucleosome, which is a fundamental repeating unit of chromatin, consists of about 200 base pairs of DNA and a histone octamer. Since the interactions between the histone proteins and DNA in the nucleosome hamper enzymes' access to DNA, disassembly of nucleosomes is required for nuclear reactions such as transcription. Histone chaperones, which facilitate nucleosome assembly and disassembly, are therefore considered to play a critical role in transcription. Indeed, biological analyses have suggested that the histone chaperone CIA/ASF1, which is the most conserved histone chaperone in eukaryotes, is involved in histone eviction at the promoter regions in the transcriptional activation process. Other biochemical and biological studies have revealed that a critical signal of transcription activation is histone acetylation, which seems to function as a signal for the nucleosome disassembly in transcription. The acetylation signal is therefore likely to be transferred to histone chaperone CIA/ASF1. However, its molecular mechanism has remained elusive. In 2002, the Horikoshi group showed that CIA/ASF1 physically and genetically interacts with the double bromodomain (DBD) of CCG1 in the TFIID complex [1] . This result suggests that the interaction between CIA/ ASF1 and DBD plays a key role in connecting the histone acetylation and site-specific nucleosome disassembly.
In order to elucidate this molecular mechanism at the atomic level, we determined the crystal structures of two molecular complexes containing CIA/ASF1. Initially, we determined the crystal structure of the CIA/ASF1-H3-H4 complex at 2.7 Å resolution [2] . This crystal structure showed that CIA/ASF1 interacts with the histone H3-H4 dimer and that the interaction inhibits nucleosome formation, suggesting that this complex occurs in the nucleosome disassembly process. In addition, the genetic analysis suggested that the interaction between CIA/ASF1 and histone H3 is involved in the transcription initiation process in yeast.
Next, we determined the crystal structure of the CIA/ASF1-DBD complex at 3.3 Å resolution [3] . The genetic analysis, combined with structural information, showed that the interaction between CIA/ASF1 and DBD is also involved in the transcription initiation process in yeast. A ChIP analysis using a structurally designed DBD mutant suggested that CIA/ASF1 is recruited to promoter regions through the interaction with DBD and induces site-specific histone eviction around the promoter regions, leading to transcriptional activation. Our biochemical results showing that CIA/ASF1 can change its interacting partner from DBD to the histone H3-H4 dimer also supports this model. This is the first structure-based model of the biological signaling from histone modifications to structural change of the nucleosome (hi-MOST model) [3] .
[ Post-translational methylation of arginine is a widespread epigenetic modification found in eukaryotes that is catalyzed by the protein arginine methyltransferases (PRMTs). PRMTs have been implicated in a variety of biological processes, such as regulation of transcription, translation and DNA repair. At least nine members of PRMTs (PRMT1 to PRMT9) have been identified and classified into two main classes. Coactivator-associated arginine methyltransferase 1 (CARM1, also known as PRMT4) was identified as an enhancer of the transcriptional activation by several nuclear hormone receptors. CARM1 is a crucial protein involved in many biological processes including the regulation of chromatin structure and transcription via methylation of histones and many transcriptional cofactors. Since deregulation of these processes appears to be implicated in the pathogenesis of different diseases such as human cancers, CARM1 and other PRMTs represent potential new targets for which compounds can be developed and that can be exploited to provide new therapies against cancer. As such, understanding the detailed mechanism of action of this protein at the structural level is important and has implications ranging from pure structural information to potential way of regulating gene expression via inhibitor design. Understanding the mechanism of action of CARM1 at the atomic scale is therefore crucial both for fundamental biology and pharmacological applications.
The work presented here combine chemistry, molecular modeling and X-ray crystallography with the aim to address two challenges in the field. The first one is to understand at the atomic level the mode of binding of substrate/product arginine-containing peptides, reflecting states prior and subsequent to methylation. The second one is to design, synthesize and improve by structure based-drug design compounds that can inhibit CARM1 methylation activity. We have previously solved several crystal structures corresponding to three isolated modules of CARM1. Crystal structures of the CARM1 catalytic module revealed large structural modifications and have shown that the NH 2 -terminal and the COOH-terminal end of CARM1 catalytic module contain molecular switches that may inspire how CARM1 regulates its biological activities by protein-protein interactions. Moreover, our recent structural and functional studies have shown that peptides outside the catalytic core of CARM1 are essential for substrate binding and recognition.
Extensive works on PRMTs did not succeed yet to reveal the mode of mode of binding of substrate/product arginine-containing peptides, reflecting states prior and subsequent to methylation. This is certainly due to the weak or transient nature of the peptide/enzyme interaction. We have developed a novel approach to tackle this challenge and therefore understand how CARM1 and more generally PRMTs recognize and bind their peptide substrate. We have synthesized analogs or mimics of the transition state of the methylation reaction where the substrate/product is linked to the S-adenosyl-L-methionine cofactor. Full detailed analysis of new structures of CARM1 in the presence of substrates mimics will be presented. We have used the same approach
